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ShipMaster WebCrewSystem 
 

 

Personnel Management System 
 
Selection & Scheduling of qualified personnel has always been a very important 
aspect of ship management. With the integration of ISM Quality Systems and other 
statutory requirements, it has become all the more important to have all records 
related to personnel documented and easily traceable. 
 
A crew manager needs to have all the information related to personnel quickly 
accessible, as the right personnel have to be sent to the right ships. 
 
The ShipMaster WebCrewSystem i.e. web based Crew Management System is 
developed in close co- operation with manning agents and ship owners. The system is 
highly modular and can be "assembled" to suit individual requirements. This can be 
easily adapted to a small crewing agency or to a large multinational ship owner. 
 
The ShipMaster WebCrewSystem is developed using latest software technology. 
The web module allows remote users to view and update the data using internet. 
 

 
 



Salient features : 
 
‘Dashboard’ for quick Access : 
 
ShipMaster WebCrewSystem has a very simple user interface that allows the user 
access to detailed information about a crew-member. It also has visual indication to 
show document validity status. 
 
Web Access : 
The system is designed so that it may be easily deployed over Wide Area Network 
via Internet. Using the Web Access module, remote users can check the crew details 
or update information. This is particularly useful for ship owners engaging manning 
agents in different locations. 
 
User Defined Details : 
The system has several user defined fields which the user can define during 
implementation to represent company specific information 
 
Security : 
ShipMaster WebCrewSystem has a very secure access control model, that 
protects   information from unauthorized access 
 
Reports : 
There are several pre-defined reports such as Crew Experience reports, Crew 
Certificate Status Report. 
 
We are committed to work with our customers to implement and follow up to achieve 
optimal utilization of the ShipMaster WebCrewSystem in their organization, and we 
can provide customized modules that will extend capability of the system to fit 
customer business processes 
 

 


